GSA MAS 56: Buildings and Building Materials/Industrial Services and Supplies

An Array of Solutions to Support Your Mission

GSA MAS 56 Allows your Agency to Craft a Total Solution

The latest technologies and services available through GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) 56 can help your agency address a wide range of building needs and focus on fulfilling your core mission. We make it easy for you to access our vast selection of solutions along with the ancillary repair and alterations (R&A) Special Item Number (SIN) to create a total solution.

GSA MAS 56 provides one-stop shopping for:
- Alternative-energy and solar-energy solutions
- Power-distribution equipment
- Generators and batteries
- Warehouse equipment and supplies
- Air- and water-purification equipment
- Sewer-treatment equipment
- Maintenance and repair equipment with related environmental products
- Above-ground storage tanks/systems
- Fuel-dispensing units and fuel-management systems
- Pre-engineered, prefabricated buildings and structures
- Building materials
- Solar-energy systems
- Energy-saving lighting products and specialty lighting
- Ancillary R&A services

Through GSA MAS 56, your federal agency can save time and money on access to highly qualified solution providers. These providers tailor product and service orders to meet your agency's unique requirements via the MAS program's efficient, simplified ordering processes.

Recent Improvements to GSA MAS 56

At GSA, we're committed to finding operational efficiencies in all of the procurement vehicles we manage, and we take steps to improve transparency. With these goals in mind, we've enhanced GSA MAS 56 by revising descriptions of SINs in the solicitation and by clarifying the focus and types of services that fall within the scope of the MAS. We've also consolidated SINs where appropriate to reduce duplication among contract offerings.

For a detailed look at the improvements to GSA MAS 56, visit www.gsaelibrary.gsa.gov and select “56” in drop-down menu in the “Quick Search” box (in the upper right corner of the Web page).
Solutions Offered through GSA MAS 56

Agencies can benefit from GSA’s integrated approach to procuring a broad range of buildings and related materials. Access to hundreds of pre-qualified providers allows your agency to specify orders to meet your mission goals – and you can negotiate pricing below GSA’s ceiling rates.

Solutions include:
• Portable light towers
• Transformers
• Surge protectors
• Warehouse trucks and tractors
• Scaffolding and accessories
• Forklifts
• Water-filtration systems
• Air compressors
• Pressure cleaners
• Above-ground storage tanks
• Fuel-management systems
• Pre-engineered and prefabricated buildings
• Installation and site preparation
• Roofing materials
• Alternative-and renewable-energy solutions
• Energy-saving lighting
• Related ancillary services

For More Information

To learn about the full range of solutions available through GSA MAS 56 – including a list of prequalified contractors – visit www.gsaelibrary.gsa.gov and select “56” in the drop-down menu in the “Quick Search” box (in the top right area of the Web page).

If you have questions, please call the National Customer Service Center at (800) 488-3111 or email the MAS Helpdesk at MAShelpdesk@gsa.gov.